HOW TO VOL. 3
1. How to be new

Cut .25" from top/bottom, .30" from sides
Cut .25" from top/bottom, .30" from sides.
10.
How to do nothing

Cut .25” from top/bottom, .30” from sides
2. How to make political rants cute

9. How to make something beautiful when you don’t want to

Cut .25” from top/bottom, .30” from sides
Cut .25" from top/bottom, .30" from sides.
3. How to visit from the future

Cut .25” from top/bottom, .30” from sides
8.
How to take back your city
7. How to take back your imagination

4. How to take a knee

Cut .25” from top/bottom, .30” from sides
Cut .25” from top/bottom, .30” from sides.
5. How to read words on paper

Cut .25” from top/bottom, .30” from sides
6. How to never be surprised by the passage of time
Cut .25" from top/bottom, .30" from sides